














Feature 1.2 -- Horizontal scale contrains perception of distance. Figure 1 shows
horizontal scale for the x-axis only, but a secondary scale is also present along
the y-axis.

Feature 1.1 -- An animated lahar model improves upon the
original design, which rendered the feature as a series of
rolling oblong coin-like shapes. Development of this feature
is ongoing, but if successful, it should open pathways to
much more realistic depictions of both lahar and lava flows.

















Feature 1.3 -- A “thickened” topographic
surface prevents graphical clipping errors
and should prime users to explore the
subsurface space beneath.

Feature 1.4 -- Vertical elevation
scale constrains the perception
of depth. Users may toggle both
vertical and horizontal (1.2) scale
bars to reduce visual clutter.
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Figure 1 ---- The model viewer provides a full 3D space in which users may explore the structure of each volcano as well as make qualitative
observations of eruption events. The Mount St. Helens model is shown with updated topography, lahar model prototype, and physical
scale bars.

Feature 2.1 -- Time is
further visualized via a
clock that spins rapidly
to represent long time
periods and slows to
illustrate near real-time
events.

Feature 2.3 -- Waypoints
facilitate rapid navigation
between key locations,
which are described in
common-language terms
for clarity.

































Feature 2.2 -- The time
slider allows users to explore
the multi-stage evolution of
each eruption they generate.
Each stage is color-coded in
the associated stage readout.

Feature 2.4 -- As the eruption
unfolds, detailed textual
information and statistics are
presented on the message
board. Linked key terms display
precise details on an as-needed
basis.

Figure 2 -- The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is the control panel through which the user manipulates the
physical factors driving the volcano, makes quantitative observations, and learns more about individual
phenomena.

